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ABSTRACT
The paper reports a high-resolution experimental study focused on statistical properties of particle trajectories starting with detachment from the bed. This local range of particle motion can either be considered to start from a collision with the bed of an already mobile particle, or from the entrainment of a previously immobile particle. Both approaches are investigated and compared based on the particle diffusion concept. From the point of entrainment, local particle diffusion in all three coordinate directions displays an exponent significantly greater than that of ballistic diffusion. In contrast, particle motion after collision with the bed demonstrates ballistic diffusion in all three coordinate directions. The results highlight clear differences between the diffusion of an already mobile particle and one starting from a position of rest. These differences are attributed to variations in physical mechanisms acting at the initial phase of particle motion after detachment from the bed.
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1 Introduction

Bed particle motion can be classified into three distinct types: sliding, rolling and saltating. A sliding particle moves with one of its sides in almost constant contact with the bed, typically occurring for large angular particles with a flat face (e.g. Drake, Shreve, Dietrich, Whiting, & Leopold, 1988). Rolling particles undergo rotational motion and are in regular contact with the bed. Due to the similarity of the motion in three-dimensional space, rolling and sliding can be difficult to distinguish; as such they are often treated as a single mode of motion (e.g. Nikora, Heald, Goring, & McEwan, 2001). In contrast, saltation describes motion that consists of a series of jumps separated by brief contact with the bed. The type of motion experienced by a particle depends upon its shape and size, the near-bed flow velocity and, to a lesser extent, the underlying bed arrangement. The motion of a single particle may change between modes as it travels.

Nikora et al. (2001) and Nikora, Habersack, Huber, and McEwan (2002) suggested that bed particle motion, regardless of the type, can be divided into three scale ranges: local, intermediate and global. The global scale considers the complete and ongoing motion of a particle, including numerous motions, interactions with the bed, and rest periods (during which the particle does not move). As a subset of the global scale, the intermediate scale accounts for the motion of a particle between two rest periods; this may include several interactions with the bed and changes of particle motion direction. For saltating particles (considered here), the local scale is the motion between two successive contacts with the bed. This work will focus on this local range, which is the least explored range of particle motion, as highlighted by Campagnol, Radice, Ballio, and Nikora (2015), who proposed a general conceptual picture for this range (fig. 13 in their paper).

The motion of bed load particles depends on the combination of several parameters reflecting its stochastic nature: the waiting time between motions, the time in motion and the jump length (e.g. Bialik, Nikora, Karpiński, & Rowiński, 2015). The spread of particles due to the stochastic nature of bed load transport is known as bed particle diffusion (e.g. Nikora et al., 2002). A key diffusion characteristic is the change in time of the second central moment of particle position:
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\[ x_j^{\gamma_j} \propto t^{2y_j} \] (1)

where \( x_j^{\gamma_j} \) can be estimated as:

\[ x_j^{\gamma_j} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (x_j(t) - \bar{x}_j(t))^2 \] (2)

In the equations above, \( y \) is the diffusion exponent, \( x_j \) is the particle position (where \( j \) determines the direction), \( N \) is the number of particle trajectories being considered (assumed to be large), \( t \) is the time from entrainment, and the over-bar indicates an average over \( N \) entrainments. In general, the diffusion can be classified into different regimes: normal (or Fickian) (\( \gamma_1 = \gamma_2 = \gamma_3 = 0.5 \)), ballistic (\( \gamma_1 = \gamma_2 = \gamma_3 = 1 \)), superdiffusive (\( (\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3) > 0.5 \)) and subdiffusive (\( (\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3) < 0.5 \)) (e.g. Nikora et al., 2002). Additionally, diffusion with \( \gamma_1 \neq 0.5 \) is referred to as anomalous, where the subscript \( i \) stands for \( x, y \) or \( z \).

Nikora et al. (2002) hypothesized that in the horizontal (\( x, y \)) plane the diffusion regimes may depend on the particle motion scale; global scale diffusion is likely to be subdiffusive, intermediate scale can be subdiffusive, normal or superdiffusive, and local scale is ballistic. Subdiffusive behaviour in the global range of particle motion was suggested by Nikora et al. (2002) based on the re-analysis of the data from Drake et al. (1988). This suggestion was supported by numerical simulations by Bialik, Nikora, and Rowiński (2012). In line with the suggestion by Nikora et al. (2002), follow-up studies have shown that the intermediate range can be governed by subdiffusion (Fan, Singh, Foufoula-Georgiou, & Wu, 2013), normal diffusion (e.g. Fan et al., 2013; Furbish, Ball, & Schmeckle, 2012) or superdiffusion (Bialik et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2013; Martin, Jerolmack, & Schumer, 2012). However, the validity of superdiffusion in the intermediate range has been questioned, with the suggestion that superdiffusion apparent in second order central moment plots may be because of correlated random walks due to inherent periodicities in the particle motions, as opposed to being true anomalous diffusion (Furbish et al., 2012; Roseberry, Schmeckle, & Furbish, 2012).

In the case of a saltating particle, a general local particle motion starts and finishes with an impact on the bed. However, this is not the case for all local particle motions. Specifically, it is not the case when the particle is entrained from a position of rest (i.e. for the first local motion in each intermediate range of motion). Due to the different mechanisms involved, the resulting diffusion from a bed impact and from entrainment can be expected to be distinct. When ballistic diffusion was suggested for the local scale range by Nikora et al. (2002), the data were not available to support this. However, it has since been shown to be the case in several studies (Bialik et al., 2012; Furbish et al., 2012; Roseberry et al., 2012). The presence of ballistic diffusion in the local range has been confirmed by studies that have either: (1) taken a particle collision with the bed as the start of the local range (e.g. Bialik et al., 2012); or (2) had insufficient resolution to track the initial motion of the particle (Roseberry et al., 2012). Recent work has shown that diffusion from entrainment exhibits diffusion exponents larger than that of ballistic motion (Bialik et al., 2015; 2012; Campagnol et al., 2015). By undertaking numerical simulations, Bialik et al. (2012) considered the effect of diffusion from both bed impacts and entrainment and found that diffusion from entrainment had exponents significantly greater than those of diffusion from bed impacts (ballistic diffusion). However, their work considered entrainment from a fully exposed position that is unlikely to exist in reality, and it took the point of entrainment as the time at which the particle moved downstream by a particle diameter, resulting in a loss of information about its initial motion. A more recent numerical study by Bialik et al. (2015) modelled particle motion from placement/release on the bed; however, the results presented either include waiting time prior to entrainment, or represent placement in an exposed position where entrainment occurs immediately upon release. In addition, as with many simulations of complex phenomena, models and assumptions are required (e.g. the force components responsible for entrainment and the mechanics of particle collisions), which may not represent the reality in full. Nevertheless, the laboratory experiments of Ballio, Campagnol, Nikora, and Radice (2013) also showed that the scaling diffusion exponents for entrained particles are significantly higher compared to those for a random bed contact. Campagnol et al. (2015) provided additional supporting data and proposed a concept for the local scale range that accounts for particle unsteadiness at the entrainment stage. This concept is used in our study as general guidance.

As highlighted above, particle motion within the local scale range is not clearly defined and requires additional study. This paper employs three-dimensional particle tracking in high-resolution laboratory experiments to investigate particle motion within the local range for all three coordinate directions. In particular, this work aims to determine the effect of the initial condition on particle motion. The experiments and data analysis techniques are detailed in Section 2, with the resulting particle motions covered in Section 3 (where diffusion from entrainment and a bed collision are considered separately). The findings are drawn together in the discussion (Section 4).

## 2 Experiments and data analysis

This section describes the experimental methods, hydraulic scenarios and data analysis techniques.

### 2.1 Experimental design

Experiments were performed in an 18 m long, 1.18 m wide recirculating open channel flume. The entire bed of the flume was covered with a single layer of glass spheres (16 mm diameter) in a hexagonal close packing arrangement (Fig. 1c). A
perforated steel plate was attached to the bed of the flume to host the particles, securing a high-precision particle arrangement.

The tracking of particle trajectories utilized part of the data collected during a comprehensive set of experiments on particle entrainment (Witz, 2015). Using a manual device, designed to minimize disturbance to the flow whilst guiding the particle into the bed pocket, a single low density sphere was placed on the bed and then the particle image velocimetry (PIV) system was started and run until 10 s after entrainment. The average time for the particle to entrain was set by altering the protrusion \((P)\) of the particle (the height from the top of the entrainment particle to the top of the surrounding bed particles). The entrainment particle was supported by a metal bar that passed through the bed of the flume (Fig. 1d); the height of the bar was adjusted to achieve the required protrusion. Waiting time is highly sensitive to protrusion, which was set for each flow condition and particle density combination to achieve a mean waiting time of approximately 120 s. PIV recordings were used to track the position of the entrained particle in three dimensions (detailed in Section 2.3). Two different stereoscopic PIV modes were employed to provide flow description at entrainment moments in both planes \(y-z\) and \(x-z\), corresponding to a transverse stereoscopic configuration (TPIV) and to a streamwise panoramic stereoscopic configuration (SPIV) respectively. The detailed analysis of the flow velocity datasets will be reported elsewhere, while here we use the obtained PIV videos to obtain particle trajectories. Both configurations employ four cameras, each consisting of a Dalsa (Waterloo, Canada) sensor, a Nikon (Tokyo, Japan) lens and a custom manufactured Scheimpflug mount. The Scheimpflug mount allows for lens movement in the horizontal plane along two perpendicular axes and a rotation of \(\pm 15^\circ\) between the sensor and the lens to enable the Scheimpflug condition to be satisfied.

TPIV consisted of a light sheet orientated in the transverse vertical \((y-z)\) plane with four cameras viewing the same field of view from four different locations (Fig. 1a). The field of view seen by all cameras is approximately 300 mm in the transverse direction and covers the full flow depth; it is located symmetrically about the flume centreline, positioned directly over the protruding particle. The cameras are located at the sides of the flume channel at an angle of approximately 45° to the flume centreline; they view the measurement section through water-filled glass prisms that are attached to the outside of the flume walls. The prisms are employed to reduce the effect of differential refraction between the air to glass and glass to water interfaces (Prasad, 2000). The light sheet optics are placed outside the channel with the light sheet entering the flume through the glass side wall.

SPIV is a novel set-up combining stereoscopic measurements with an increased field of view (without decreasing spatial resolution). This involves two pairs of cameras with each pair recording a full flow depth 300 mm long window. There is 100 mm overlap between the two windows. This set-up results in a 500 mm long field of view orientated in the streamwise vertical \((x-z)\) plane, positioned along the flume centreline directly over the top of the protruding particle (Fig. 1b). The light sheet optics are located 660 mm downstream of the protruding particle. The cameras are positioned in a similar arrangement to that of TPIV.

2.2 Experimental matrix

The desired entrainment rate, protrusion range and particle availability allowed the selection of two densities of entrainment particle. Three submergences \((H/d)\) were considered for each particle density, resulting in a total of six different scenarios, where each condition was a unique combination of submergence and entrainment particle (Table 1). Overall, 50 separate entrainment events were recorded for each scenario (25 using TPIV configuration and 25 using SPIV configuration). In addition, 10 minute PIV recordings were made with a fixed bed (no entrainment) and with zero protrusion to provide background flow conditions.

2.3 Data analysis

Stereoscopic reconstruction algorithms were applied to track the position of the particle in three-dimensional space; these required the particle to be simultaneously tracked in two different camera images, and the mapping function to transform the camera images into real space. The mapping function is found through PIV calibration techniques employing the pinhole camera model (detailed in Witz, 2015). The two downstream cameras were used to track the position of the particle in both PIV set-ups. The tracking ran from the start of the experiment recording until the particle could no longer be seen by both cameras. For SPIV, the tracking ended in one of two ways: (1) the entrained particle moved in the transverse direction such that no

Figure 1 Experimental configurations: (a) TPIV (plan view), (b) SPIV (plan view), (c) particle arrangement (plan view), (d) particle arrangement (side view)
part of it remained in the light sheet; or (2) the entrained particle left the viewing window of the cameras. Particle tracking for TPIV was based on the particle blocking the light of the laser sheet from the two downstream cameras (as the particle left the light sheet shortly after entrainment) and ended when the particle left the field of view of the cameras.

Whilst the particle is in the light sheet, a significant intensity gradient occurs at its front edge (the side facing the light source). A technique similar to the Canny edge detector (Canny, 1986, discussed by Cameron, 2006) was employed to make use of this fact and to automate the tracking of the particle. First, a mask was applied to the image to remove the water surface and immobile bed particles from the image. Second, a Gaussian blur was applied to the original image; this is required to reduce the immobile bed particles from the image. Second, a Gaussian blur mask was applied to the image to remove the water surface and this fact and to automate the tracking of the particle. First, a direction filter was used to remove short edge detections that were unlikely to be related to the entraining particle (again this parameter was user controlled) (Fig. 2e). Finally, the detected edge using a least squares orthogonal distance fit was performed as follows. First, a mask was applied to remove all pixels beneath a user controlled level; this ensures that the area of the light sheet blocked by the ball appears completely black on the filtered image. Finally, a spatial search across the image was used to find the pixel that allows the biggest circle to be fitted without intersecting a bright (seeding) particle. This pixel was recorded as the centre of the particle type (Fig. 2c). Fourth, non-maximum suppression (NMS) was used to reduce the thickness of the detected edges. Due to the width of the Sobel operator and the Gaussian blur applied to the image, the detected edges can be several pixels thick. NMS reduces line thickness by suppressing gradients that are not at a local maximum in the direction perpendicular to the edge. After applying NMS (Fig. 2d), all detected lines were one pixel thick.

Fifth, a length filter was applied to remove short edge detections that were unlikely to be related to the entraining particle (again this parameter was user controlled) (Fig. 2e). Finally, the edges facing the wrong direction (determined from the gradient intensity direction) were removed (Fig. 2f). A circle was fitted to the detected edge using a least squares orthogonal distance fitting method (outlined by Ahn, Rauh, & Warnecke, 2001). The automated tracking worked well while the entrained particle was located in the centre of the light sheet, but once it began to move in the transverse direction the accuracy rapidly deteriorated. Therefore, the particle tracking was checked manually for every entrainment and adjustments made where necessary.

For TPIV, once the particle leaves the light sheet, tracking was performed as follows. First, a mask was applied to remove the water surface and bed from the image. Second, a Gaussian blur was applied to the original image; this is required to reduce the intensity noise on the edge detection (Fig. 2b). Third, the image was convolved with two Sobel operators $G_x$ and $G_y$:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
-1 & 0 & 1 \\
-2 & 0 & 2 \\
-1 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad 
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
-1 & -2 & -1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
$$

resulting in horizontal ($G_x$) and vertical ($G_y$) image gradient fields. The gradient magnitude ($G$) and direction ($\theta$) are given by:

$$
|G| = |G_x| + |G_y| \quad \text{(4)}
$$

$$
\theta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{G_y}{G_x}\right) \quad \text{(5)}
$$

A minimum threshold was applied to the gradient intensities, the value of which is controlled by the user and depends upon the image conditions, which vary with the protrusion and particle type (Fig. 2c).

Table 1 Experimental parameters: $H$ is the flow depth from the roughness tops to the water surface, $\rho$ is the entrainment particle density, $\rho_w$ is the water density, $d$ is the entrainment particle diameter, $f$ is PIV sampling frequency, $R$ is bulk Reynolds number ($R = U_b H / \nu$, where $U_b$ is bulk velocity), $F$ is Froude number ($F = U_b / \sqrt{gH}$), and $\theta_s$ is Shields number ($\theta_s = u^2 / (\Delta g d)$, where $u_s$ is shear velocity (estimated from the total shear stress distribution obtained from PIV data and extrapolated to the roughness tops) and $\Delta = \rho_l / \rho - 1$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$H$ (mm)</th>
<th>$H/d$</th>
<th>$\rho/\rho_w$</th>
<th>$P/d$</th>
<th>Entrainments</th>
<th>$f$ (Hz)</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$u_s$ (ms$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\theta_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.15 $\times 10^4$</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.0395</td>
<td>0.0817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.15 $\times 10^4$</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.0395</td>
<td>0.0259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.24 $\times 10^3$</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.0403</td>
<td>0.0852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.24 $\times 10^3$</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.0403</td>
<td>0.0270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119.3</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.17 $\times 10^4$</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.0407</td>
<td>0.0866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119.3</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.17 $\times 10^4$</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.0407</td>
<td>0.0275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 Breakdown of the steps involved in edge detection: (a) original image, (b) Gaussian filter, (c) sobel, (d) non-maximum suppression, (e) length filter, (f) direction filter.
tracking was then manually checked and edited as required to improve the accuracy, which was mainly required at time steps where the particle broke the water surface or collided with the bed.

Standard deviation of the error of the estimated particle coordinates was approximately 1 pixel (0.1 mm) for both PIV configurations. Considering that the errors in computing the particle positions from TPIV and SPIV are similar, to achieve more statistically meaningful results, trajectories from both PIV set-ups are considered as a single dataset.

2.4 Background flow conditions

Fixed bed TPIV measurements, with a spatial resolution of 5.9 mm (defined by the PIV transfer function), provide a detailed view of the background flow conditions. Streamwise double-averaged velocities (Nikora et al., 2007) are displayed in Fig. 3a; the double-averaging is performed in time (over the 10 min recording) and space (in the transverse direction, with a width of ±H from the flume centreline). The double-averaged streamwise velocity profiles for all flow depths collapse well. Throughout the flow depth, double-averaged transverse and vertical velocities have a magnitude of the same order as the standard errors.

Figure 3b and 3c show the double-averaged turbulence intensities. The data for three submergences collapse well and all components show similar trends; turbulence intensities attain maximum values near the bed and then reduce towards the water surface. At the water surface, there is a rapid decrease in the vertical turbulence intensity, which is compensated for by a gain in the streamwise and transverse turbulence intensities in this region.

3 Results

Throughout this section, the centre of the entrainment particle is located at x = 0 and y = 0. Since the initial height of the particle depends on protrusion, to allow the results to be compared, z = 0 corresponds to the centre of the bed particles.

3.1 Trajectories of entrained particles

The trajectories of entrained particles are shown in Fig. 4 for one case (ρ/ρw = 1.12 and H = 68.8 mm). The difference between

![Image](image-url)
the two PIV set-ups highlights the tracking limitations of the different PIV configurations. For SPIV, the tracking ends when either the particle moves in the transverse direction by $d/2$, or the particle travels approximately 180 mm downstream. Tracking in TPIV terminates when the particle travels a sufficient distance in the horizontal plane to leave the camera images (approximately 145 mm if the particle does not move in the transverse direction). However, almost all entrained particles are tracked for at least 0.8 s after entrainment. Further analysis of the particle trajectories through calculation of diffusion parameters (Section 3.2) is only undertaken up to $t \approx 0.8$ s, therefore reducing the impact of any particle filtering effect on the results presented. Initial motion is governed by the surrounding bed particles; this constraint is removed once the particle has risen out of the bed pocket. However, the time taken for this to occur varies greatly; in the case shown, most particles leave the bed pocket within 0.2 to 0.5 s. The smoothness of the trajectories indicates that once mobile, the particles appear to be unaffected by small scale turbulent velocity fluctuations in the local flow. In fact, significant changes of direction in the transverse orientation typically occur when the saltating particle collides with the bed.

A comparison of the trajectory shapes between different cases is provided in Fig. 5; all entrainments for each case have been ensemble-averaged. For the lighter entrainment particle ($\rho/\rho_w = 1.12$), all cases follow a similar trajectory. The only significant difference is the height of the first jump, with height decreasing as the submergence decreases (and the corresponding protrusion increases). The results are less clear for the higher density particle ($\rho/\rho_w = 1.38$) because the particles appear to interact with the bed shortly after entraining (approximately 17 mm downstream of its original position).

3.2 Particle diffusion from the point of entrainment

Diffusion times and distances based on the measured trajectories fall into the local scale range (Nikora et al., 2002). The particle motions considered in this section are a distinct subset within the local range where the particle starts from a position of rest (in contrast to a local motion which starts with a bed collision). From the point of entrainment, the displacement (ensemble-averaged), the second-order central moments of the particle position (i.e. diffusion) and the diffusion exponent (local slope of the particle diffusion curve in log-log coordinates) for the streamwise, transverse and vertical directions are displayed in Fig. 6. When considered from the point of entrainment, the particles with two different densities act in markedly different manners. However, all are in the superdiffusive regime and have a significantly greater exponent than for ballistic diffusion, as suggested previously for the local range of motion (Nikora et al., 2001, 2002), where the starting position of each trajectory was a random bed impact, and not a particle entrainment. This difference was considered by Bialik et al. (2012), who found that exponents increased markedly when starting from rest, with $\gamma_x \approx 2.32$ to 2.41 and $\gamma_y \approx 1.84$ to 2.04.

In the streamwise direction, the results of the two particle densities appear to follow different trends. The higher density
Figure 6  Ensemble-averaged motion from entrainment: (a) streamwise displacement, (b) streamwise diffusion, (c) streamwise diffusion exponent, (d) transverse displacement, (e) transverse diffusion, (f) transverse diffusion exponent, (g) vertical displacement, (h) vertical diffusion, (i) vertical diffusion exponent. The lines are defined in the legend in Fig. 5. Vertical dashed lines divide the plotted range into regions (numbered at the top) to aid the discussion.

particles ($\rho/\rho_w = 1.38$) follow similar trends for all submergences (Fig. 6b). The measured range can be divided into four regions for ease of discussion (defined by broken black lines in the figures). In the first region the entraining particles are rising from their initial position in a pocket within the bed to leave the confines of their bed pocket. Whilst in the bed the vertical position of the particle restricts its streamwise position since the flow pushes the entraining particle against the two bed particles that make up the downstream face of its pocket. During this phase, the diffusion exponent increases steadily from an initial value of around 1.5 to a maximum of approximately 4 (Fig. 6c). This is a significantly higher diffusion exponent than has previously been reported. However, as discussed in Section 1, previous studies have failed to capture this initial motion from a bed pocket despite the fact that it is an inherent stage of particle entrainment in natural systems. Following this first region, there is a second region where the particle tends to roll over the bed particles immediately downstream before it impacts with the bed and moves into a saltation jump. Whether or not the particle remains in contact with the bed whilst it rolls over the immediately downstream bed particles is unclear. Within this region the diffusion exponent decreases rapidly from its maximum to around...
2.3. Once the particles escape the bed pocket they undergo a streamwise acceleration (this acceleration phase covers regions 2 (roll over downstream bed particles) and 3 (first saltation jump) of Fig. 6a). In the third region, which covers the first saltation jump, all three submergences display similar near constant exponents of diffusion $\gamma_x$ of approximately 2.3 (where constant diffusion exponent appears as a straight section in Fig. 6b and a constant value in Fig. 6c). This region corresponds to the first region of Bialik et al. (2012), in whose simulations the particles began on the bed in a fully exposed position, and it agrees well with their finding $\gamma_x \approx 2.32$ (for bed and entraining particles of equal size). A final region is present where the ensemble-averaged streamwise displacement tends towards a constant velocity (i.e. constant gradient in Fig. 6a). Within this region the streamwise diffusion exponent $\gamma_x$ gradually decreases. The upper bound of this fourth region is imposed by the limitations of the experimental set-up as some particles travel too far from the entrainment position to be tracked, which results in variation in the ensemble-averaged results.

In contrast, the streamwise diffusion for the lower density particles ($\rho/\rho_w = 1.12$) does not exhibit such clear regions and also demonstrates worse agreement between the submergences. Again, there is no systematic dependence on submergence. The lower density particles start at a significantly lower protrusion than the higher density particles. Therefore, they remain in the confines of their bed pocket for longer, until approximately the end of the second region (Fig. 6a). Following a similar trend to the higher density particles, the diffusion exponent (Fig. 6c) reaches a maximum (of between 5 and 6.5 depending on the submergence) when the entrainment particle leaves the confines of the bed pocket (Fig. 6c). The lower density particles move straight into a saltation jump and accelerate through the third region, tending towards a constant velocity in the fourth region. In the third and fourth regions, the exponent decreases at a fairly constant rate for all three submergences.

Diffusion in the transverse direction from the point of entrainment appears to be independent of the particle density (Fig. 6c). The particles are confined in the transverse direction until after they have completely left the bed pocket and passed through the trough between the two bed particles immediately downstream. This results in only a short time interval between the particles becoming free to move in the transverse direction and the end of the tracking (Fig. 6d). Despite this, all of the conditions appear to exhibit similar exponents. The range of transverse diffusion can be divided into three regions to aid the discussion. In the first region, the majority of particles are confined in the transverse direction by the bed arrangement. The second region shows an acceleration in the ensemble-averaged absolute transverse displacement (Fig. 6d) and exhibits diffusion exponents $\gamma_y$ between approximately 3 and 5 (Fig. 6f). All conditions show a decrease in diffusion coefficient through the region. The particle velocity tends towards a constant in the third region during which the diffusion exponent $\gamma_y$ appears to decrease (Fig. 6e). These exponents are significantly greater than those for ballistic diffusion, and are appreciably greater than the exponent of $\gamma_y \approx 2.04$ reported by Bialik et al. (2012), who also found less identifiable regions in the transverse direction than in the streamwise direction. However, the change of the transverse diffusion coefficients with time is much less regular (Fig. 6f) compared to that of the streamwise diffusion (Fig. 6c). This is due to some entrained particles leaving the tracking window during SPIV because of significant transverse displacement.

Previous studies have only considered diffusion in the horizontal plane. In the present work diffusion in the vertical plane is also studied (Fig. 6h). The motion in the vertical direction can be divided into three regions: the first is a region of only slight vertical motion, the second is a region of positive (upward) vertical acceleration and finally the third is the region where the vertical displacement peaks before declining (Fig. 6g). The diffusion exponent increases gradually in the first region. Within the second region, all the considered conditions show a similar trend: the diffusion increases with increasing time with an exponent $\gamma_z$ of approximately 2 to 3 (Fig. 6i). However, the increase in diffusion is interrupted by bed impacts, at which time the diffusion exponent drops significantly. In the case of the higher density particle, the diffusion exponent exhibits a small dip at $tu_y/d \approx 10^{-0.1}$ associated with the first bed impact shortly after entrainment. However, the diffusion exponent quickly recovers, and this dip does not appear to affect the overall trend through the second region. Both particle types then experience a significant drop in diffusion within the third region.

It was not possible to identify regions that were coherent across all three directions. The different geometric constraints applied in each direction due to the hexagonal close packing arrangement may be responsible for decoupling the diffusion behaviour in the three directions. An integral consideration of the particle motion in all three directions will be covered in Section 4.

3.3 Particle diffusion from the point of collision

Diffusion calculations were also completed with the starting point for each entrainment case set to its first impact with the bed (Fig. 7). This resulted in the streamwise diffusion data conforming to ballistic diffusion (with $\gamma_x$ varying from 0.85 to 1.07 for the different conditions), as predicted for the local range in Nikora et al. (2001, 2002). Due to the increased travel distance prior to the first impact with the bed, about 20% of the lower density particles did not track to a first impact with the bed and many of those that did were only tracked for a short time after. Therefore, the results presented in Fig. 7 for the lower density particle are shorter in duration and potentially less accurate. Considering only the higher density particles, a similar agreement with ballistic diffusion is seen, with a slight unsystematic variation between submergences ($\gamma_y$ varying from 1.01 to 1.07). The streamwise diffusion for all cases appears to collapse, with the exception of the low submergence and higher density case with $H = 28.6$ mm and $\rho/\rho_w = 1.38$, which also
had a distinctly different ensemble-averaged particle trajectory shape (Fig. 5).

Transverse diffusion from the first impact with the bed resulted in an exponent $\gamma_y$ varying from 0.93 to 1.15 for the different conditions, which suggests ballistic diffusion in the local range for all cases. Excluding the low submergence higher density case for the reason previously discussed, the transverse diffusion curves from the first bed impact appear to collapse and are independent of submergence but dependent upon the particle density. However, with so few submergences (particularly for the higher density particle) and no concrete reason for the exclusion, this can only be considered as an indication.

Vertical diffusion starting from a bed impact (Fig. 7c) displays an exponent $\gamma_z$ varying from 0.87 to 1.04 until just prior to a significant decrease, at the time associated with the typical jump duration for each condition. This is very close to the ballistic diffusion experienced in both axes of the horizontal plane within the local region. Vertical diffusion from an impact with the bed for the lower density particles appears to be independent of submergence. In contrast, for the same flow conditions, the higher density particles suggest a dependence on submergence. There is also a distinct separation between the diffusion associated with the different particle densities.

### 4 Discussion and conclusions

A useful framework for the phases of bedload particle motion is provided by Campagnol et al. (2015). This study compliments the work of Campagnol et al. (2015) by providing specific details on the particle acceleration phase. The results presented are limited to a single entrainment event which, with the selected particle densities, results in a relative protrusion range of $0.10 \leq P/d \leq 0.49$. Based on the results presented in the previous sections, here we propose a conceptual model of ensemble-averaged particle trajectory and diffusion at the local scale from the point of entrainment (Fig. 8). There was no clear systematic effect on the relative diffusion as a result of changing either the submergence or protrusion of the particle. Therefore, these parameters are not accounted for in the model.

The point of entrainment is defined as the first upward motion that leads directly to entrainment. As such, the upward motion of the particle begins as the entraining particle rises out of its bed pocket, making it able to begin to move in the streamwise direction. Whilst rising, the flow pushes the particle against the downstream edge of the bed pocket. In the hexagonal close packing arrangement used in this work, the particle was unable to move in the transverse direction until it had completely left the bed pocket and passed through the trough created by the two immediately downstream bed particles. Due to this, displacement occurs in the streamwise direction before the transverse direction. The particle initially accelerates in the vertical direction before decelerating as it reaches the peak of the saltation jump. In the streamwise and transverse directions the particle accelerates (once free to move) and then tends towards a constant velocity. The different constraints applied to the three coordinate directions are unique to the packing arrangement chosen during this study. However, specific packing arrangements (both uniform and random) will provide different constraints in the three coordinate directions and are therefore likely to diversify the results, as seen in this study. In the more realistic case of a random bed packing with variable grain size and shape, each individual bed particle will have a unique set of constraints. Nevertheless, the overall picture of restraining effects will be similar for different particle arrangements, sizes and shapes. It seems that a proper account of this statistical variability can emerge through additional averaging covering an ensemble of different arrangement scenarios.

The specific motion regions presented in the diffusion for the three coordinate directions do not coincide because of differing geometric constraints in each direction. In both directions in the horizontal plane (streamwise and transverse), the exponent of particle diffusion increases from entrainment and peaks (with an exponent significantly greater than that of ballistic diffusion) as first noticeable displacement occurs in that direction.
The maximum exponent of particle diffusion occurs at the inflection point (indicated by the broken vertical black lines in Fig. 8). The exponent of diffusion then decreases (but remains greater than that of ballistic diffusion) as time increases and it does not reach a stable value within the time frame considered. Further work should track the particle for longer to clarify what, if any, stable value is achieved for the exponent of diffusion as time from entrainment increases.

The results clearly demonstrate the need to separate diffusion from entrainment and diffusion from a random bed contact. Diffusion from the point of entrainment produces exponents significantly greater than that of ballistic diffusion ($\gamma = 1$) in all three coordinate directions. Diffusion from a bed impact, however, demonstrates near ballistic diffusion in all three directions, confirming the prediction of Nikora et al. (2002) and in agreement with the previous studies (e.g. Furbish et al., 2012; Roseberry et al., 2012). This study presents such data for the first time and provides a benchmark dataset for testing computational models (such as the work of Bialik et al., 2015). Further work in this area must clearly define the aspect of the local range being considered, depending on the initial condition of the particle. The work of Bialik et al. (2012) indicates that diffusion from entrainment will tend towards ballistic diffusion if sufficiently long recordings are available. However, these results are based on simulations where the starting point for each entrainment was a fully exposed particle. Therefore, additional work is required to confirm this suggestion.
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Notation

- $d$ = particle diameter (m)
- $f$ = PIV sampling frequency (Hz)
- $F$ = Froude number (–)
- $g$ = gravity acceleration (m s$^{-2}$)
- $G$ = image gradient field (–)
- $H$ = flow depth (m)
- $P$ = protrusion (m)
- $R$ = Reynolds number (–)
- $t$ = waiting time (s)
- $U_b$ = bulk velocity (m s$^{-1}$)
- $u_*$ = shear velocity (m s$^{-1}$)
- $x$ = particle position (m)
- $\gamma$ = diffusion exponent (–)
- $\theta$ = image gradient direction (–)
- $\theta_s$ = Shields number (–)
- $\nu$ = kinematic viscosity (m$^2$ s$^{-1}$)
- $\rho$ = density (kg m$^{-3}$)
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